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TO WILLIAM COLEMAN, EsQ.urn£.
Sm,-1 take the first opportunity that has ever been in my
power lo show you a publick mark of my esteem.
I dedicate this Essay to you for a reason that must entitle it to
the attention of your friends ; the consideration that you have,
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than any man now living to the honour and prosperity of N' ew
York-my native city-You have gone hand in hand with the
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those great publick works-THE PENITENTIARY-THE
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Yours, Respectfully,
THE AUTHOR.

IT is usele s to the pre ent expo ition, to trace
the origin of the art of Bornig. It is onlr neces
sary to observe, that it bas been known in Europe
for the last fifty or sixty yeari,. It wa , how ever,
but a partial operation, being no farther practised
than fo ascertain the jpresence of coal aucl other
minerals, and to give a greater quantity of water
to wells that did not at. all times afford a sumcient
supp_ly.
,vi1en the western part of out· country became
populous, and men had lei urc to attend to the
riches that nature had so freely scatter�J arouud, it
was discovered that alt, an article ei,sential to their
existence, and for which they pnicl in a triple
ratio, was abundantly present in the whole
range of country. Be ides the II Sall Lick,,"•
there were other indications of the pre. ence of
salt; and one man, whose name is no� unknown,
acquainted with the practicability of obtaining 11D
additional supply of water in well b� mt•nns of
boring downwards with an auger or chi cl, cJ,•tcr
mined on making the experiment. Accord.ingl1,
after digging a deep weU, he bored to a cc11am
depth, and a quantity of alt water was obtained
that was ufficient for the purpo e of making salt
for the neighbourhood. Intending to nu e the
water by mean of a pump, he in erted a piece of
tube in the bored bole, le t the muddy particles
• •called..._.
el 0... * ... ...._ ,_... .. �
.,.., 10 lick, ..... 1111-.
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that usually fall to the bottom of wells should
choke up the bored aperture. The piece of tube
that was inserted, happened to be longer than he
intended, for it stood several feet higher than the
level of the water; to every one's surprise, as
soon as the tube �vas placed in the bored hole,
the water arose and overflowed at the top. Ano
ther piece was added, and the water overflowed
at the top of that one likewise. As the length of
the tubes l'eached nearly to,the surface, the idea
immediately suggested itself of boring from the
surface, without �ging a 'Well. The experiment
succeeded ; for, after boring to the depth of 70 or
80 feet, the water arose and overflowed at the
surface.
This was, however, only in salt districts. In
process of time, even in places where indications
of salt were less apparent, experiments were
made, and salt water was obtained, although the
borer was often obliged to pierce the rock to ·a
greater depth. Fintlingthe project successful and
profitable, the increased depth to which i,;ome
borers had to go before the salt water flowed over
the top seemed of no importance; and it was no
discouragement to bore down to the depth of from
five to seven, and even nine hundred feet. But
as experiments reced.ed from those <listricts where
there wa� no doubt of obtaining salt water, it be
came necessary to shut out, by means of tubes,
all the fresh water springs that intervened before
the borers came to salt water, and thus, by degrees,
it was as common to bring salt water above the
surface, as it was formerly to dig wells. In this state
the art rested in Ame1ica, until the year 1S2S, when
MR. LEVI D1s1mow, after seeing the operation of
boring in. the Western states, formed the project.
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of bringing /resit waler above the surface m
New-Jersey.
In May 1824, Mr. Disbrow made the first at
tempt. It was at the distillery of Mr. Bostwick,
who entered very readily into the scheme. Atthe
trifling depth of 175 feet, a fine flow of water was
obtained, which has continued for two years and a
half to discharg-e one and a half gallons a minute,
at the height ot three feet from the ground.
This, a11d the other bored wells as they occur,
shall be de ignated by numbers, as reference may
be neces ary.
No. 1. Which is the one above cited, is about
40 feet above the level of the Raritan, and the bo
ring was priucipally through strata, dtnominated
red shell, or old red sand stone; now and then
some thin strata of gray wacke or slate, were clis
ceinable ; and at long mtervals there was an oc
currence of blue clay. At tbe depth of 1S7 feet,
the water arose to the surface ; but as the stream
was small, the boring was continued to the depth
of 175 feet, when the quantity of one and a lialf
gallons was obtained at the height of three feet
above the ground. As the distillery, forwhichthe
water was wanted, was much lower than the points
whence the water issued, and as it was known that
the quantity of water increased in a double ratio
at every foot below the surface, the tube was tap
ped several feet from the top, and of course a
greater abundance of water was obtained. The
temperature of thls central spring is 52 ° Fahren
heit, and the whole cost of boring and tubing was
about 425 dollars .
.No. 2. Commenced August 7th, 1824, about one
mile from well No. I, 47 feet above the le
vel of the Raritan. Went through 60 feet of soft
red shell, and struck the first vein of water--three
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feet of granite---blue shell--blue rock---at 110 feet
came to a rock harder than granite: this rock was
about four feet thick ; in the centre of which, en
countered loadstone; the poles of the borer were
so strongly magnetized that a heavy jack-knife
1 could be suspended from them. This stratum of
loadstone seemed about 4 inches thick ; came to
water after pMsing this adamantine rock, through
which the borer could only penetrate from two to
six inches a day; went through various kinds of
rock, some calcareous and others silicious. The
red shell was always found at interv:als; and water
was almost always obtained either in the stratum,
before encountering red shell, or else immediately
after it. The strata ,of clay were never of any
thickness, until towards the lowest part of the
bore, when, after going through four or five
feet of blue clay, at the de:etli of S94 feet,
struck a vein of water, which llD.IDediately over
flowed at the top, and is now, Nov. 14th, discharg
ing two gallons a minute, at the height of 2 feet 8
inches from the gro�d. This well is tubed to the
depth of 194 feet, w1th a copper tube of one and a
half inches diameter. I t is regretted that no par
ticular note was taken of the thickness of each stra
tum of rock as it occurred in this well, as there
seemed to be a greater variety in this sprin g than in
any of the others. It was thought to be finished in
the winter of 1824, as the water ran above the sur
face ; but it was found necessary to bore deeper.
There was an ebb and flow in this well until it was
bored deeper. The present tube must have shut
out the particular vein that caused the ebb and flow
as it is no longer apparent. The temperature of
this spring, at the depth of 250 feet, was 52Q Fah
renheit ; now, at 294, it is 54 ; thus adding another
proof of the correctness of the opinion that the
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temperature increases as we get more into the in
terior of the earth.
No. S. Mr. Simpson's distillery, New-Bruns
,vick. Began in Nov. 1824, and finished in Feb.
1825. Went through 7 feet of clay, and then
feet of red shell, when the first stream of wate
was struck. Atthe depth of 140 feet, a thin stratu
of loadstone was encountered; tbe poles were
strongly magnetized, but not equal to those o
well No. 2. The rock succeeding the loadstone
was gray granite for a foot or two, when the red
shell reappeared. At 150 feet, there were indica
tions of copper. This one isl 76feet deep, and cost
440 dollars; is t1.l'bed only 18 feet, and discharges
two gallons a minute: 52° Fahrenheit.
No. 4. In Dunham's All ey, in New-Bruns
wick, tenfeet above the level of the Raritan. Be
o-an it in Feb. 1825. Bored through made ground
for 12 feet, and then met with continued strata of
red shell to the depth of 208 feet. Water now
;rises above the surface; but the boring has been dis
continued for. the present, as Mr. Disbrow, to
whom this well principally belongs, is too much
engaget.l to finish it. The water IS above the sur
face, but the stream is: trifling.
No. 5. Jersey City. April, 1825. Level, 25 or
30 feet. Began to bore in a well 24 feet deep;
water in it very brackish. Jersey City surround
ed by salt water. Granite from the -commence
ment to the present depth, which is 208 feet.-
Struck several veins of water after going 146. feet.
By inserting a small pump, three gallons a mmute
<:an be raised. The water runs over the tube 21
inches, unaided by machinery. They are still bo
ring. Water excelleat .
.No. 6. Alexandria. Thirty-five feet above the
level. Bored 28 feet in common soil, a stratum
2
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of iron ore, of about a foot thickness, 11 feet of
quicksand and water, 11 feet of sand, 10 feet of
coarse gravel, 90 feet of black alluvial,intermixed
ith wood and fibrous particles, &c. ; two feet of
gray stone, 96 feet of blue, yellow, and gray clay.
After getting through this clay, struck a vein of
water, which arose to within S6 feet of the top.
Bored to the dept of 450 feet, through different
coloured clay, with now and then a stratum of
coarse sand. Quitted in May, with the intention
of resuming it again.
No. 7. Hudson, New-York. Seventyfeet above
the level of the Hudson. Began in May, 1825;
40 feet clay, SO of brown sand, 4 hardpan clay
and gravel. Struck a vein of water, which arose
17 feet ; 70 feet of black slate rock, mixed with
limestone. Still boring.
No. 8. North side of the Raritan, half a mile
from New-Brunswick; 80 feet above the level of
the Raritan. Began in 1825, in the bottom
of a well that was 48 feet deep, and quite dry; 60
feet of red shell; struck a vein of waterwhichgave
· eight feet water to the well; indications of coal ;
red shell, and now and then thin strata of gray
wacke, to the depth of 250 feet, when water came
above the surface, discharging one and a half gal
lons at the height of seven feet. Cost about 400
dollars, and is tubed 100 feet, with one and a half
inch copper tube, connected at intervals of twelve
feet, with brass screw joints. These copper tubes
cost 50 cents a pound; and the s�rews a.re 75 cts.
a piece.
No. 9. Albany. Began May, 1825. Boyd &
M'Culloch, Brewers. Level20feetabovetheBud
son. Began in a SO feet well ; 11 feet of coarse
gravel and hardpan ; 41 feet black slate rock ·
�ery little water until after passing a depth of 200
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feet of same rock ; struck several small veins. At
250 feet encountered inflammable gas. Now 280
feet deep, and water within four feet of the sur
face.
No. IO. Albany. Waterworks Company. Be
gan in August, 1825. Twenty feet of clay, sand,
and gravel; 17 feet hardpan ; struck a vein of wa
ter which instantly overflowed at the surfac.e, at the
rate of five gallons a minute. The diameter of
the bored hole of this spring was eight inches,
whereas all the previous ones were from two and a
half to two and three-quarter inches in diame
ter.
No. 11. The same Company are now boring
back of the Capital, in Albany, on very high
ground, and are now at the depth of 120 feetm hardpan.
No. 12. New-York. Manhattan Compa.I'ly. Be
gan Sept. 1825. Level 40 feet above the Hudson.
Bored 40 feet in sand and gravel; 60 feet in hard
granite; from that depth to 240 feet, occasional
veins of water ; increasing in quantity as the depth
increases; water, when a tube is introduced, now
within SO feet of the surface ; discharges 12 gallons
a minute, by means of a pump. When down to
the deJ>th of 260 feet, the chisel passed a vacuum
of an mch ; the water imnfediately sunk one foot ;
but in the course of a few- hours, when the cavity
was filled, the water arose again. This has been
the case in several wells ; boring still continuing.
No. IS. Harper's Ferry. Began June, 1825.
Level 12 feet. Very high mountains in th.e rear.
Fifty feet of soft gJ·ay slate; 50 feet of gt'!l,IDte, but
not very hard ; occasionally quartz and gr;mite.
At 110 feet, touched a fine vein of water: so�e
quartz and granite at the depth of 264 feet. Dis
continued for the present, but is to be resumed.
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No. 14. Baltimore. Mr. Bosley, two miles west
of the city. Seven feet common soil : SS feet rot
ten gray rock; 140 feet of the same rock, only
harder; struck a vein of water, which arose to
within 22 feet of the surface. Some mischievous
person having at this time thrown in a piece of
steel, it cost a great deal of time, labour, and mo
ney to cut it up, it being of SO inches in length.--
The boring is going on, and much praise is clue to
Mr. Bosley for the liberal spirit he has shown in
the prosecution of this work under so many discou
ragements.
No.15. Horsimus. Eightyfeet above the level of
the Hudson. Mr. Haigllt's Carpet Manufactory.
Began June, 1825, in a well SO feet deep, which
did not give sufficient quantity of water, as the
machinery was idle one day in six. Bored SO feet
in sand, gravel,and hardpan. Gotplentyof water.
No. 16. New-Hope. June, 1825. Sixty feet
level. Eightyfeet red shell, 110 limestone. Still
going deeper.
No. 17. Philadelphia. Mathew Carey, Esq.
Began in a well 48 feet deep, quite dry. Thirty
eight feet of hard granite, and brought 4 feet of
water in the well. Object obtained. Granite,
therefore, in this case, as well as in the spring
No. 5, in Jersey City, is intersected by vems of
water.
No. 18. Northern Liberties, Philadelphia. Le
vel 40 feet. Forty-five feet sand and gravel; 145
feet gray granite rock, only varying from soft to
hard. Struck several veins of water in this gra
nite. Water at present within 25 feet of the sur
face.
No. 19. New-York. Corner of Ri vington and
Columbia streets. Commenced Aug. 1825. By
degrees sunk a cast-iron tube, and began in a
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well 20 feet deep. Ten feet quicksand; 20 feet
marsh, mud, and clay; tenfeetsi:·ay clay; stopped at
granite. All the upper brackish water is exc1uded
by the tube, and liave now a fine flow of water
from the junction of clay and granite. This
water is excellent, and is pumped up by a small
pump.
No.20. New-York. Broad-street. Mr. Tunis
Quick. Four feet common made ground, or street
filling, of the consistence of mud; 6 feet of yellow
clay; 19 feet gravel and quicksand; 10 feet of
gray clay. Came to granite, fastened the cast-iron
tube, and water arose to within 7 feet of the sur
face. Put in a pump; object obtained.
No. 21. New-York, corner of Avenue D, and
Fifth-street. Bored through 6 feet of common
street filling; 10 feet marsh mud; 65 feet of quick
sand and gravel; 16 feet of gray clay. Came to
granite, and obtained tine water. Tubed 96 feet.
Bore 8 inches d iameter. Water within 4 feet of
the top.
No. 22. Dry Dock Company, comer of Avenue
D, and Tenth-street. Six feet common filling;
10 feet marsh mud; 12 feet quicksand; 53 feet
of common shore sand and gravel; 6 feet of hard
pan; S feet of coarse gravel. Sto:eped at the
granite, and got plenty of water withln 4 feet of
the surface.
No. 2S. Newark Meadows. Grazing Compa
ny, at the junction of Belleville and Newark
Turnpike, on the salt marsh. Ten feet of marsh,
mud, and roots; 12 feet of. fine quicksand; S6 feet
blueish gray clay; 6 feet sand: 20 feet of ash co
loured clay. Met with water: bored 20 feet far
ther in very stiff variegated clay, on the reddish
cast. Touched the red free stone, and stopped.
Water excellent and soft, and within three feet of
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the surface. The reclaiming of salt meadows has
been a great object obtained. The reclaiming of
the fresb. water springs is of still higher impor
tance.
No. 24. Allen-street, near Hester-street, New
york. Began in a well 40 feet deep, that had
about two feet of brackish water in it. Commenc
ed in quicksand : bored 20 feet: now and
then a stratum of gravel: 2 feet clay, 5 feet of
coarse gravel and sand. Obtained water, as is al
ways tne case, before coming to the solid rock.
All the waters of these last mentioned wells are
like the water of the old Tea Water Pump.
Perhaps if the Manhattan Company, or the Cor
poration of New-York ,vere to adopt the plans of
wells No. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, there would be no
necessity of going farther below the surface, than
to touch the granite rock.
"An overflowing well was commenced in the
garden of the Horticultural Society at Chiswick,
and after boring for five weeks without material
interruption, tapped the spring on the 18th of Oct.
and finally completed the task on ihe· following
day. The depth from which the water first arose
was 317 feet: and the whole depth of the well,
when completed, was S29 feet, the additional 12
feet of boring having been made in order to gain
a perfect opening into the bed of the spring, which
flowed, when first tapped, less co _eiously than af
ter the final depth was obtained. fhe chalk, from
which the water immediately comes, is soft, but
the bottom of the well is in hard chalk. The water
in all the neighbouring wells ap�ears to have been
obtained at about the same depth: and the strata,
through which the perforations were made, are
�early similar to those met with in the
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The tackle and the instruments used were very
simple. A scaffolding was raised 20 feet above
the proposed orifice of the well, on which a plat
form was fixed to support a windlass, by which the
rods used in boring were lowered iuto, and raised
from the well. Tliese rods were of tough iron,
about an inch and a half square, and ten feet long,
the ends of each screwing on to, or unscrewing
from, the top of the next, as they were lowered
into, or raised from the hole. The instruments
:fixed, as occasion required, to the lowest extremi
ty of the series of rods, when in action-were au
gers of various dimensions, for boring: steel chis
els, for punching: and a hollow iron cylinder
called a shell-fitted with a valve at its lower end,
for bringing up soft mud. The rods, when an au
ger was attaclied to them, were turned round by
means of moveable arms or dogs, which were
made to lay hold of the part of the uppermost rod,
at the top of the hole: the auger, being thus forced
through the stratum of clay or sand, was drawn up,
as soon as its cavity was filled with the substance
it had loosened. The chisels were employed for
punching through stones, hard chalk, or other hard
substances ; the rods, when these vrere attached,
were moved by means of a powerful beam, acting
as a lever, and worked by four men.
The water is discharged at the surface of the
ground, at the rate of six gallons per minute, and
1s capable of being carried twenty feet above the
ground-level, and even then supplies a copious
stream. The well is lined, for tne first 186 feet,
,vith cast-iron pipes, with a three inch bore, jointed
by means of wrought-iron collars which are riveted
into the piJ?es. The succeeding 77 feet 6 inches
are linedwith copper pipes of two and a half inches
bore, soldered into a single length, and resting in
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the chalk, through which the remainder of the hole
is bored, and in which no pipes were used. The
whole series of pipes was mtroduced at once, the
hole having been prepared for them as soon as it
was ascertained ttiat the augers had reached the
chalk stratum. The land-springs in the gravel,
above the blue clay, were kept out, in the lin,t in
stance, by extra iron pipes. The spring, which
was found in the sand, below the blue c1ay, and
above the chalk, arose to within a few feet of the
surface, but did not overflow. The whole of the
water of this spring is, however, excluded from
the well, by the pipes with which it is lined.
The cost of the well, including that of the pipes,
boring, and every other expense whatever, did
not exceed LS0l. ; and the manner in which it
was executed was in every respect satl factory.
Indeed, it is impos ible to speak too�bly of the
care, attention, and dexterity of Mr. Worsencroft,
and the workmen whom he employed. The va
rious strata bored through were as follow :-

��.
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TIie water was found, as before mentioned, at
the dei,th of Sl 7 feet, in a bed of soft chalk, mix
ed witn ...U tlinta: the hole was bored 12 feet
amoog the water, so that the total depth of the
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well is S29 feet: and it is supposed by the work
men, that the last piece of chalk that was brought
up, sticking to their punch, was from the upper
surface of a new layer of chalk, in which there
is no water.
The principal impurity discovered in this water
by the action of re-agents, is common salt, of
which it contains about four grains and a half in
the pint. When evaporated to dryness, the resi
due contains a sufficient quantity of carbonate of
soda, to render it manifestly alkaline; this is alsq,
the case with the waters of the other deep wells irl1
and about London."
l
Besides these enumerated wells, there arc a
number of others in different states of progres
sion; they are not mentioned, because there have
been no returns.
Thus, in the space of two years, several wells
have been finished, anti many begun. Nothing
extensive, however, will be effected until a reduc
tion of the expenses of boring shall take place,
which cannot occur until 'there be a simplification
of the machinery, and an introduction of steam
power in lieu of the present one, which is manual
labour.
But for the shrewdness of Mr. Di brow, who i
an Eastern man, the practicability of getting pure
and wholesome water in this imple, natural way,
might not have been tested in a century, if e,·er.
Certainly the merit is his of bringingfr-esh waler,

by dengn, ahove the surface, in a way hitherto un

practised.
When we consider how necessary to health,
nay, to life itself, a pure and . w.ho)esome str�am of
water is, we cannot be sufficiently attentive to
the creation of such streams as are now under
discussion and experiment. England, alway11 on

s
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the alert, has availed herself of the new art, and is
now daily opening these central spr�s.
It will be observed that the Chiswick Horticultu
ral Society have completed one of these wells,
and it has been .flowing for upwards of eighteen
months. A number of others have been finished
in its neighbourhood.
Mr. Slonner, Editor of the AMERICAN FARMER,
is the first one in America that published the ac
count of these bored wells ; ancf it is much owing
to his earnestness on the subject, that the thing has
een brought forward. The obtainment of a
spontaneous flow of water is one of the greatest
blessings that has ever been conferred on mpikind.
To those who live in districts where pure and
wholesome water has always existed, the above
assertion may be deemed extrav�ant; but there
is not a resident of New-York, of the Southern
states, of Cuba, of Curacao, or of more southern
latitudes, but will agree to the truth of these re
marks ; and it is to those in particular that this
part of the Essay is directed. It is unknown to
many that in Cuba, on the Coffee plantations, they
are obliged to dig wells from two to four hundred
feet deep ; and a Planter thinks himself well re
warded m an ex.penditui:e of from 10 to 1500 dol
lars, if he get four or eight feet water in this deep
well. When we think of the vast labour of d raw
ing up this water for daily use, and then find how
small a quantity can be appropriated to each indivi
dual, when the family consists of from 1 to SOO
persons, and from 50 to 200 head of cattle, we
may readily imagine how salutary and advanta
geous a stream of water would be that flowed
constantly and in abundance.
In Curacao, the distress that was occasioned
by the drought of several years, was beyond
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calculation. If there had been wells of good wa
ter, the drought would JDot have been so severely
felt.
Hin Havanna, where yellow fever is generated,
all the old modes of supplying that city with water
were abandoned, and the new one of bored wells
was adopted, the malignant effluvia of these im
pure streams, always stagnant, would cease, and
tropical fevers would be within the reach of medi
cine. Water thrown in reservoirs for daily use, ..
loses its vitality ; as soon as the vivifying gaser
have escaped, it becomes putrid, and engender.
miasmata andanimalculm. Water, to be pure, should
have certain gases always :present; in what way,'
therefore, can this be obtamed but by a runnin�
stream '1 Fortunate are those who live in the vi
cinity of those streams. Reprehensible are those
who, having the means of procuring them, neglect
them.
Hitherto, with all the disadvantages of imper
fect machinery, ignorance of peculiar geology,
and inadequate funds for improvement; and above
all, the disadvanta�e of deep-rooted prejudices,
the project of bormg for fresh water has been
quietly gaining ground. It has, under all these
impediments, been done at an expense not ex
ceeding two dollars and a half a foot, except when
encountering granite. Until the expenses atten
<!ing boring shall decrease, none but corporate bo
dies will be able to undertake the work. Boring
through granite and other equally hard rocks, is a
tedious operation ; sometimes the chisel cannot
penetrate more than three or four inches a day.
But this is under the present infant state of the
art. Should a bored well cost the Manhattan
Company of New-York � d�llll:rs, . the expense
compared with the benefit 1s too ms1gnificant to be
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worth a thought. They have been thus far liberal
towards effecting their object, and as they seem
sincere in their desire to camply with their part
of their engagement to the city, it would be � ell
for the citizens of New-York to �ive them a little
further time to finish their experlJilents.
According to the theory of modern geologists,
there are no fissures in primitive rock that wo1.tld
be deemed channels for water. They, therefore,
decry the eroject, and think it unworthy of scien'fic experunent or even reasoning.
All men of science, who have ever deigned to
wer the repeated inquiries on this interest
ing subject, have unanimously denied the proba
bility of obtaining water by any other modes than
those of Hydrostatic pressure, and Hydraulics.
"It is their opinion that water can only be obtain
ed in those places where there are indications of
the l1resence of water-such as high hills in the
viciruty. Success in well digging," &c.
It is intended in this Essay to prove that water
can be procured, in the First place, by means of
the art of boring, in any spot tliat the borer choos
es. And, Secondly, that water may rise above
the surface independently of gravitating pres
sure.
A spontaneous flow of water, by means of bo
ring, occurs at this moment, in districts where
red shell predominates, as in the cases of wells
No. I, 2, S, 4. Where clay, sand, gravel, and
hai:dpan prevail, as in well No. 9. And where
water is daily rising in those wells, No. 5 and IO;
and where granite and mica alone are present.
If, as geologists contend, granite has no seams nor
fissures through which water traverses, whence
come the waters that are in wells No. 5, 10, and
18'J the water in No. 5 being inexhaustible by
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pumps. There are undoubtedly seams iifgranite
rock, although they do not occur as frequently as
in those rocks that ar6 considered as second ary.
Granite lies in blocks mostly at right angles ; but
notwithstanding that, these blocks are of great
thickness, being from four to twenty feet, they
are undoubtedf
y broken or separated at cer
tain intervals ; and through these oroken or sepa
rated parts, waters and gases find their way as
readily as through the fissures of red shell, or the
porosities and interstices of soil, sand, and gravel .
That the borer will have to pierce this primitive
rock from two to six, or even 800 feet, to obtain a
spontaneous flow of water above the surface, does
not militate against the position that water will
rise in this case. As well might it be �ged that a
man could not get water from a deep well, because
the rope of the windlass was not long enough to
allow the bucket to reach the bottom.
The Manhattan Company ought not to be dis
couraged were the borer to go to the depth of 600
feet. It is a wealthy Company, and it will be both
dignified and praiseworthyto prosecute this scheme
to the utmost verge of prudence ; not only as it
respects the advancement of science, but as it
concerns the interests Qf so distinguished and :eo
pulous a city as New-York ; the health of which
city being in so �reat a measure dependant on the
good faith of this Company.
Having said thus much respecting the art of bo
ring; and having given an account of those bored
wells that are finished, as well as of some of those
that are still progressing, a few hints shall be fur
ther added towards forming a new theory for the
rise of waters, accompaniea with sufficient facts,
derived from unquestionable authol'ity, to prove
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the probability of waters rising above the surface
by a power independent of gravitation.
When men have been early initiated in cer
tain rules of science-when the whole arrange
ment of a particular science has arisen from
a well constt·ucted hypothesis-when a century
has given the worl<l undisturbed possession of
it-it is extremely difficult to que ti.on the sound
ness of the theory, or to dispossess men of their
opinions ; and it 1s still more hazardous to present
another, which professes to have the effect of alter
ing the course of reasoning, and in fact of disturb
ing the whole fahrick of the rise of waters.
With this opinion ever .Present-and with a
knowledge, too, that the subJect cannot be proper
ly discussed in a small pamphlet-it is with ex
treme diffidence that the folfowing facts and hints
are presented to the publick. They are the re
sult of much investigation, both of reading and
observation ; and were it not from a thorough
conviction that the benefit resulting from an adop
tion of this new theory would be oT immense im
portance to the world, this Essay had never met
the puhlick eye.
It is curious and useful to trace the progress of
the mind in the formation of a theory. It is diffi
cult, however, to go thro�h all the changes from
surmise to conviction. Sometimes it is the result
of patient investigation; sometimes chance pre
sents it suddenly. In the present case, the rise of
waters on elevated points, hr means of boring,
where there were no hills within several miles,
that indicated, or indeed that could be called the
reservoirs of water that supplied these bored
wells, carried the thoughts to the tops of hills,
where lakes and springs were known to exist.
Thesedrewthe thoughts still higher, to thosepoints
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that were to supply these lakes and springs ; and
finally the Andes appeared to be the resting-place.
Thought could go no higher : as, with tbe -excep
tion of a few of the Asiatick mountains, there
were no higher points known. The Andes seem
ed, therefore, to be the great reservoirs that were
to supply all the lesser heights in the world. An
examination of the capacity of the Andes to ac
com elish this great work was the result, and it en
ded m a thorough conviction that they did not fu1·
nish more water from their external source than
was szdficient to supply their own immediate
wants.

For it must be inferred, that the warmer the
latitude, the more rapid the circulation of fluids.
The more that is carried off by evaporation, the
more is there wanted to repair the waste. This
is noticed, because it may be urged, that such
great quantities of vapours fall on the twe]ve
great mountains of Q�to as would be sufficient
to account for all the phenomena of issuing wa
ters.
If water were found, uniformly, to partake of
the peculiar mineral quality of the rock whence
it issues, or even of those adjacent, some doubts
might be entertained of the correctness of the
present opinions. But so rarely do waters, when
analyzed, show the presence of the rock from
which they are seen to flow, or even to .Present the
character of simple rain water, that it 1s most sur
prising that this inquisitive age should have suf
fered the investi�ation to remain so long quiet.
Congelation, m a range of mountains of the
same altitude and latitude, commences at the
same point; thus, throughout the whole range of
the Andes, the sn<>W never melts above the height of
14,600 feet from the level of the South Sea.-
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These mountains, therefore, as reservoirs, actual
ly present no higher elevation than 14,600 feet;
for, although they are in fact much hl&her, yet, as
the cold prevents vapours from becommg fluid, no
water can. be said to come from their highest
points.
If therefore, the snow-water that is dissolved at
the. congelating point were to fill the reservoirs
of these mountains, there still would not be
enough to sup{>lY all the mountains of lower ele
vations, even if the twelve great mountains of
Quito were to be considered as reservoirs.
But we cannot always presume that the reser
voirs are situated at the congelating point. There
is every reason to suppose that the large reservoirs
of mountains are near, or in the centre of their
6ase. Nay, some have been discovered more
than two hundred feet below the surface of the
base; and some miners, in excavating for coal,
having opened upon one of these reservoirs, were
suddenly precipitated into the abyss. Many of
these large caverns, by causes now unknown, are
opened to the gaze of the curious eye, showing
themselves in all their frightful profundity.
The explanation of the Halleyen theory is this :
That vapours are attracted to the heights of
mountains-that cold condenses them, and they
fall as rain-that the fluid enters the fissures
and crevices of the mountain, and descends under
ground until.it finds its w ay to another mountain;
which, being likewise filled with crevices and fis. sures, conveys the water to the top, whence, with
the addition of water formed by vapour upon this
new mountain, it again presses down, and wanders
under ground to get to another mountain, and so
on. It never occurred to the philosophers, that
there is scarcely a mountain in the world that has
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not numerous springs and streams issuing from
many points of its surface; and which would
force out all the waters that were received from
higher levels. The water that is discharged per
petually from one cataract alone, would be more
than could be condensed on the tops of the high
est mountains of the .Andes. Before the streams
that came from the first mountain could arrive at
the third or fourth, they would be dispersed, by
waste, and by falling in deep cavities, spreading
through certain soils, forming boggy and marshy
lands. Lakes are somet1mes thus Jormed; but al
though lak:es are often formed by cataracts and
SJ;>rings, yet they are also found on the tops of the
highest mountains. " Near to Loch-ness, in Scot
land, is the great mountaio called Mealfour-vouny,
of a round shape, on the summit of which is a lake
of fresh water, _about thirty fathoms in length, and
sixin breadth, without any course orstream running
into or from it. .!l.ltlwugh of so inconsiderable a
circumference, ,it is unfathomable.,, This is only
one instance in a thousa11d that might be brou $:ht
to prove the existence of lakes on the tops of hills
and mountains. Besides the fresh water lakes,
there are others of a different character, and evi
dently coming from som.e dee_p internal source.
Of this nature are those bitummous lakes of Trin
idad, and the Dead Lake, or Dead Sea, and the
Mud Lake of Java.
.!l.ll vapours that fall on mountainsfrom40 to 44°
latitt1de, are necessary to sustain the animal and ve
getable life of those latitudes. In the three sum
mers of drought, 1821, 182�, and 1829, !he.forest
trees on our }_iig�est mountains we � penshing for
the want of therr accustomed moISture; and yet
the lakes and sprin �s that were on their very tops,
were no ways diminished. This proved that the
4
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issuing waters received no addition from the con
densation of vapours, for there were none.
But there is a very strong argument ag�st the
auppositio,i that water comes from rebervorrs that
are on the tops of mounta ins.
Cotopaxi, one of the loftiest of the Andes; is a
volcano; and there is reason to believe that in ages
gone by, many, if not the whole of those equato
rial mountains were volcanoes, either at the time
of their "upheavement," or soon after. The higher
the mountain, the greater force il must have taken
to eject it; and, consequently, the more direct
would be the communication with the central pow
er that expelled it. Vast caverns, as bas been
observed, are discovered in these volcanick moun
tains, when by some great. eruption the interiour is
laid bare. The craters on the tops of mountains,
are funnels that continue to the whole depth, and
perhaps are miles in extent below the SUl'face.
Volcanick mountains, therefore, cannot be reser
voirs of water; for, should the wanderin� waters
of high levels enter one of these cavities, they
woula be engulphed at once.
Cotopaxi, even so late as 180S, exploded; and
in a sio�le night, so active and extensive were the
suhterranea,i fires, that the external walls of the
cone were heated to so great a temperature as to
melt the snows that had accumulated from the
time of its last eruption, which was in 1768, a pe
riod of thirty-five years! On the morning after
the explosion, the cone appeared naked, and of
the dark colour peculiar to scorire. Although no
fire were seen issuing from the top, we must from
this imagine how intense had been the fue that
could heat such a thick mass of rock.
Pidwu:ha, another of these high mountains,
has been a volcano; but its crater is filled with
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calcined matter. These two great mount.a.ins,
therefore, cannot be considered as reservoirs of
water, for the direct commuoication they have
with subterranean fires, precludes the idea. Yet,
although they may not have a water communica
tion with other mounta,ins, they still may have the
chasms and fissures of their S'ides filled with the
melted snow water of their toes, from which fis
sures and chasms the streams 1Ssue that nre to
supply the vegetation at the base, as well as the
small rivulets and brooks.
When mountains have ceased for several centu
ries from being volcanoes, all combustible matter
having been destroyed, the waters of the interiour
may be propelled through the wide chasms that
the eruptions have made; and, accordingly, tre
mendous cataracts are seen issuing from their sides,
and large lakes, of great circumference and depth,
are seen on their very tops. These cataracts and
lakes, flowing too as they have for ages undimin
ished, could not have been supplied by the melt
ed snow of the frozen area of each mountain.
This would be to suppose that all this melted
snow would make a ravine for itself arow1d the
mountain, and flow to the point whence the water
issues. This cannot be ai:lmitte<l.
· In our latitudes, hills of no more than five or
six hundred feet elevation;have tremendous cata
racts falling from their sides; and some have lakes
of large dimensions on their tops. It is much more
philosophick to attribute the flow to some central
effort, than to suppose that �aters have b�en ch�
sing each other from mounta.1n to mountain, until
they were compelled to disperse near the foot of
an msignificant hill.
On analyzation, or even on a casual inspection,
the majority of these issuing waters do not always
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appear as simple rain water, which would be the
case were they to proceed immediatelyfrom melted
snow, or from condensed vapours. Waters that
are seeking a level, have sucn a strong im�etus
given them to effect this object, that they have
neither to wander /ar nor deep; consequently,
they are soon forced up to the surface, and either
ap{>ear as simple rain water, or else are but light
ly unpregnated with mineral salts or gases, as with
but few exceptions, such as salt, minerals lie very
deep; and even if a stream of water were running
from a mountain, and bad found its way under
growid through a bed of mineral, after it had worn
a channel for itself, the water would be but little
impregnated. They strongly confess their subte,·
raneanorigin, some bein g chalybeate,other salt
others bituminous-sulphurous--calcareous.
The mere running down the sides of a mountain
could not so strongly impregnate the waters with
the mineral qualities of even its own rock; nor could
a sulphurous spring be said to have its source in
the liighest mountain near it, when the presence
of sulphur hatl not been detected within many
leagues of the sprin g.
The Gerez mountains consist entirely of granite;
and no where are there any stratificatio;ns to &e seen ;
and yet from one of the high platforms of one of
the highest parts of the range,f0ttr warm springs
is�, and this, too, from a rock unquestionably pri
mitive.
The Guimaraetu, too, have warm springs under
similar circumstances, they also bemg primitive
rocks.
A range of mountains, nearly of the height of
Marao, consisting of slaty sandstone,passing into
clay slate, contain chalybeate springs. At Rio
Mayor, on the eastern declivity of a range of cal-
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careous hills, salt springs are found. On the steep
sides of a mountain called Serra de Monchique,
of the same height as the Gerez and Marao, are
warm springs ; these mountains are also gra
nitick.
On the top of St. Jlelena is afresh water spring
that flows perpetually. There are a number of
others scattered over the island.
Many more might be named; and many of them
within our own immediate knowledge, are of si
milar character.
New-Jersey, Virginia, and the Western States,
have a great number of mine1-al springs issuing
from places where there are no indications of the
minerals that impregnate the waters.
It is plain, therefore, that these mineral springs
do not proceed from melted snow, nor from tlie
condensed vapours of the atmosphere, nor yet
from a8jacent mountains, as there have not been
any minerals discovered near them.
The Peak of Teneriffe is 12,126 feet above the
level of the sea. Humboldt observes, that the
heat of the bottom of the crater wa only percep
tible in a few crevices which gave vent to aqueous
vapours.
Mr. Bennet says, that as they ascended the
Peak, he examined several channels that had been
worn by rains, an<l there was no appearance of
any other rock than lava; and yet, on proceeding
higher, they halted to water their mules at a spot
wlience a small spring of bad and brackish water
issued out of a lava rock. Now, this sp� could
not, small as it might have been, come from rain
water; for, let the interiour of the mountain contain
what mineral it may, the waters that are the result of
condensed vapours, are not impregnated by it.
The Sor4friere mou.otains, in the Island of St.
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Vincent, L, likewise a volcano. Previous to its
last eruption, which was in 1812, there were two
springs of water, or, a. the author of the fact
states, two pieces of water issuin� from the sides
of the base of the cone, one pe1fectly pzo·e and
tasteless, and the other strongly impregnated with
sulphur and alum.
Two things occur to the mind on reading the
foregoing facts. One is, t11at no stratifications are
fount.I in these pl'imitive rocks; and the other is,
that from thtse unstratified granite rocks, waters
of diJferent. temperatures anil different characterR
issue at all heights, either as cataracts, lakes, or
sp1·ings.
Many great rivers have their sources in moun
tains, eittier issuing from their tops or sides, with
incredible volume and force.
Thus, the Jemma, near Gungotree, has its
source in the mountain called Roodroo Himtda;
but so powerfully is it ejected, that late truellers
have abandoned tbe opinion of its originating from
melted snow or condensed vapours alone ; for, as
has been ·observed, the point of congelation, in all
cases, does not embrace a belt of more than a few
feet, and of the belt, not the one thousandth part of
the waters reach the point whence the great bo
dies of waters are seen to i sue.
The Ganges,too, the.Nile, thelndos, the Hoang- ho, the Kiam-ku, the Senegal, the Rhine, tlie
RAone, the Vistula, the Elbe, the Loire, the Gar
onne, the Dauro, the Taf!U8, the Guadiana, the
the .!lnio, the
Guadalquivir, the Po, ihe
erse, the Swale,
Severn, the Don, the .!Jin, the
the Forth, the Tay, and the Monongahela, all have
their sources in mountains, many of them receiv
ing no increase from any other streams, but issuing
in such astonishing abundance from the rocks as
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lo form immense rivers ; particularly the Nile1
which overflows and fertilizes all Egypt, without
having any tributary streams.
For, although the fact be capable of demonstra
tion, that condensed vapours is quite sufficient
to account for all the quantities of water that are
returned to rivers; yet, when a specification is
made of one particular river, we are very much
perplexed, as not all the vapours that could collect
on twenty mountains, even if they could be brought
to bear on one point, would be sufficient to
produce some of the tremendous cataracts that
,
fall from a ingle mountain.
If all the vapours that are carried off from the
Nile, and from that portion o'f Egypt which it
overflows, were to condense on one point of the
mountain that supp1irs the lake from which the
Nile flows, they ,\ ould not be sufficient to keep up
the quantity of water that flows in the Nile; for
much more of the waters of the Nile disappears
than what is carried off by vapour, some falling
into cavities, and others expanding laterally into
marshes and bogs, from which evaporation is less
abundant.
Buffon thinks, that as lakes and inland seas re
ceive large supplies of water from manr Jarge ri
vers, without any augmentation of tberr bounds,
they probably discharge part of their supplies by
subterraneous passages. :Many fresh springs, and
even rivers, riseoutofthe sea, which,displacmg tbe
salt water, render the lower p,art of the sea, wher
ever they abound, quite fresh.
Surely, a knowledge of this fact alone, must
make the most incredulous reconsider the o.Pinion
he has received of the cause of waters issuing
from mountains. Such an immense body of water
as supplies the Nile could not proceed from melted
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snow ; nor could this melted snow, wich is, in fact1
only condensed vapour, always increase in quanti
ty exactly at the same period ; nay, on the same
day of each year; the 18th or 19th of June, which
Dr. Pocoke affirms to be the. fact, he having kept
an accurate account of the rise of the Nile for
three years.
But, on the presumption that the rivers flowing
in such abundance, and so constantly, come from
a higher level, we must infertbat the highest eleva
tion of all, from which all lower levels are suppli
ed, must generate fluids at a rate past the powers,
of man to compute.
H Chimborazo, and the highest Asiatick moun
tains were entire reservo�s, and these reservoirs
discharged thousands of tons every minute, they
would not be sufficient to supply all the mountains
and hills of lower elevation, with the great strealllS
that issue from them; nor, if each lower elevation
were to add its own waters of condensation to
what it receives from higher levels, would it be
enough to produce the quantity- that constantly
issues.
Waters that are formed onm<rnntains, eitherfrom
melted snows, orfrom vapoursfalling below the con
gelating point, are principally in requisition for the
external uses of nature. Some certainly do enter
the deep crevices, and find their way below to
a deep abyss; but the most of them do not get
into the interiour; they run down the cavities that
are formed within the crust of the mountain, and
burst out as springs at the base; or, they follow
the external cnannels that are worn in the sides,
and form rivulets and brooks, whilst those that im
:perce_ptibly glide down at every point, go to assist
m givmg and continuing life to surrounaing vege
tation. Each mountain, therefore, has enough to
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do with all the fluids that are generated on itself.
It is to another source that we must look for the
or �n of these mighty cataracts and waterfalls,
which have astonished and perplexed philosophers
f�om the most remote periods to the present
time
.Mountains bear evident proofs of having been
forced up, at some unknown period, from their ori
ginal level; and, accordingly, theyare found running
mostly along the sea coast, thus showing their 1·e
lative position to the immense cavities of the sea;
and, what may be here remarked, too, is, that
those places are most subject to earthquakes that
are in the same latitudes, with volcanick mountains.
In the 5th conclusion of M. La Place, he says,
that the irregularities of the earth, and the causes
that disturb its sw-face, have very little depth. If
this be true, then the subterraneous passages,
through which volcanick matter issues, cannot be
very deep, perhaps not more than three or four
miles from the surface; certain it is, that these
passages communicate, for the same earthquake
has been felt over a surface of ''four million of
square miles, and seemed to have origi,nated under
the .lltlantic Ocean."
There are, no doubt, large cavities at the bottom
of the sea, into which the sea would :undoubtedly
fall, were it not upheld by the vast colnmns of
gases that are present.
During the above mentioned earthquake-the
greatest m extent that has ever been recorded
some mountains were swallowed ; and others were
thrown up, and remain to this day in the middle
of the ocean. During the convulsion, the sea was
thrown up, by some central effort, thirty or forty
feet above its usual level, sometimes ebbing and
ftowing four times in an hour; the water, in deep
5
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wells, arose and overflowed at the top, for several
hours; ou the disappearance of mountains, lakes
were found in the places where the mountains
were eugulphed; two hundred and fifteen of them
being formed in Oppido : arnJ springs that had for
centuries ejected hot water, now showed unusual
signs of agit.ition, risi1,g and falling, disappeari11g
altogether for several minute , and finally, when
the ea:rthq11ake had subsided, l'eturning to their
natunl composure, only with the increase of quan
tity and temperature. Many mountains were rent
asunder, and now lie with their mteriour exposed
to view. Many of the cones of volcanick moun
tains fell into the great reservoirs of their cetitre,
and although of thousands of tons weight, their
fragments could not be seen in the a�yss into which
they had fallen.
In consequence of the violence with which moun
tains were upheaved, their strata are displaced,
broken, and often reversed. Large internal cavi
ties, fissures, and crevices are to be expected, and
through these openings, when the convulsion first
took place, issued the terrible agents that effected
the great disruption. Inflammable gases, lava,
and other subterraneous matter, were ejected as
long as they obstructed the circulation of the inte
riour, some thrown up entire, in their natural state,
others undergoing some chymical disintegration or
change. In process of time, all unnecessary mat
ter was thrown off, and these fissures and cavities
still remained, and through them, to this day, the
gases and waters that are formed by chymical
combinations are ejected.
It is not meant by this, that all the ejected wa
ters are generated in the interiour; for, it is a well
known fact, that �e rivers, after flowing for ma
ny miles, are suddenly engulphed, and appear no
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more. Such immense bodies of water, fallin � in
to one of the excavations with which the inter1our
of the earth abounds, get more and more out of
the sphere of the laws of gravitation, and come
more immediately under the influence of the cen
trifugal force, which is propelling �ravitating mat
ter from it. The denser the body, and the great
er its descending velocity, the greater and denser
will be the agent that is necessary to force it up
again.
A body of water that has a precipitous descent,
falls with great velocity. By the suddenness of
the fall, supposing itto fall into an abyss, the gases,
which are always issuing upwards through these
caverns, unless of such a tremendous force as to
overcome the two-fold force of velocity and den
sity, are bent out of their course, and are carried
along with the water, until they enGounter some
of those immense bodies of gases that are
straggling through the fissures and cavities of
mountains ; the waters are thus forced up by the
united gases, and issue out of the sides and tops,
impregnated with the mineral gases that are ex,.
tractecl by the internal combustion.
When we consider, that even in our day, these
powerful gases are finding vent at intervals through
every section of the globe, thereby producing
those tremendous earthquakes which 1iave swal
lowed up whole cities, we cannot deny similar or
lesser effect.s to the same causes, only more con
stant in their operation.
Gases areforcingthemselvesuJ>, notonlythrough
crevices and large fissures, but through the pores
of the earth in every direction.
We see this forever occurring before our eyes,
and hear of it through every traveller; and yet
the fact has never been converted to scientifick
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exposition. Inflammable and other gases, have
been known to issue from an area of tivo or three
miles, throwing up the small particles of sand that
impeded them, until little mounds were formed,
from the very point of which mounds the gases
issue.
There are instances of burning springs that have
existed for many centuries, some having been set
on fire in times unknown, are burning to thii. day;
and in well No. 9 there is a constant escape of in
flammable gas.
If this fact be taken into consideration, surely,
without any great stretch of credulity , we may
infer that gases coming in a more direct line from
the centre, will possess an infinitely greater
and more constant power than those that
proceed from some local chymical arrangement.
And, as it was owing to the central effort that
mountains were ejected, we must look to the track
left by the central agents, and we will there see
that they are still at their post, throwing back to
the surface gravitating matter.
Accordingly, waters, whether they be engulph
ed in large quantities, or are those that are gravi
tating through the pores, are immediately anested
in their downward course, and hurried back again,
some in very different directions from what their
original course indicated.
Vast subterranean passages are constantly kept
open, through which the great bodies of gaseous
and aqueous matter find their way, the waters be
ing forced up, and made to flow �s cataracts, wa
terfalls, springs, or lakes; or, empty themselves
into the immense basins of the sea; whilst some of
the gases, if unaccompanied by water, issue up
through the volcanoes and rents that they them
selves have made, carrying with them inflammable
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matter; and the remainder, being less concentra
ted, or ratner more dispdhed, become more equa
ble and constant as they approach the surface, and
assist in the ascent of waters that are, under si
milar circumstances, expanding upwards.
To recapitulate.-Water must be always as
cending from the central point, either form
ing seas and oceans in a direct manner through
large rents or passages ; or else be sent to the
surface, equally dispersed, as perspirable matter
from the pores. This latter assumption is predi
cated from a knowledge of the fact, that moisture is
always perceptiblein the interiour of the earth, be
ing present in proportion· to the capacity, of the bo
dy to conduct it. Rocks and stones, minerals,
clays and sands, are always damp, let the distance
be whatit may from the surface; and this presence
or ascent of waters is called by men of sci
ence-for the fact is not unknown to them-capil

lary attraction.

Of all earthy bodies, sand :eossesses this at
tractive power the strongest, an mstance of which
is seen at this present moment on the shores of
the Gulf of Mexico. On the beach, directly in
front of Alvarado, forty years ago, was a small
ridge of sand running along the shore, about half
a mile, being evidently thrown up by the winds.
It was not then more than two feet high, having
the appearance of a wave. A fresh water s:pring
was known to exist at the northern extre1D1ty of
this ridge; and there it still continues to he aeen,
although the sand ridge is now a hill of upwards
of one hundred feet in height. Vessels that lie in
the harbour send daily.to �e top of this huge s�d
hill for the water, which 1s very good. Them
habitants of the town, likewise, resort to the spot
daily, and the water is obtained, by merely scoop-
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ing it up from a hollow in the sand. The main
body of water has ascended in a straight line from
the point of its commencement ; and, accordingly,
the greatest quantity is confined to one spot, but
the moisture has spread latera11y to a considerable
distance, the sand adjacent being damper than that
farther off. A stick can be thrust down its whole
length &om any part of the surface of the hill, as
the particles of sand are but lightly helJ together.
The rise of the water througn so porous a body
as sand, must proceed from this same capillary at
traction ; and when we can clearly define what ca
pillary attraction means, we shall cease to wonder
at the rise ·of waters in bored wells. Let us ex
amine the attributes of capillary attraction.
The denser a body is, the more incapable it is
of transmitting gases and water. But where the
attraction of cohesion is but slight, these volatile
bodies ass through without difficulty.
/
San is one of the most porous of all earthy
matter; and from the :eeculiarity of the structure
of each particle, the mterstices are capable of
suspending, or rather of transmitting all gravita
ting or expanding matter. May not water, there
fore, ascend in sand, not because " the particles
of water have a stronger affinity for the particles
of sand than for themselves," but, because the inter
stices between the particles of sand are vacuums,and
that water has a tendency to rise in a vacuum.
Almost all thin_j's in nature might be called ca
pillary ducts. Every thing capable of transmit
ting rarified particles, is a capillary duct. Linen,
sugar, paper, &.c. are eminently so. The atmo 
sphere, too, is invisibly transmitting volatile bo
dies.
Water gravitates to the point whence gravita
tion ceases, and is forced back again to the sur-
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face, rapid]y at first, and more slowly as it gets
within the range of atwosphe1ick pressure. The
expansive power given to it by the centrifugal im
petus is a permanentone, and water al,, ays retains it
m proportion to the presence of calorick in the
atmosphere.
The more the air is rarified, the more quickly
the particles of water ascend ; the whole atmo
sphere is then a capillary duct, and is more suited
to the m.inute particles of water. We are not yet
acquainted with all the phenomena of water; but
it must possess a greater variety of powers than
those usually attributed to it.
The tendency of gas to ascend is perceptible
to the most common ooserver. Water has a simi
lar tendency ; but, owing to the particles being
of equal density throughout, they move simuJta
neously and imperceptibly, each particle possess
ing its own peculiar mdiv1duality.
Water not only obeys the laws of attraction and
repulsion, both as it respects its own particles and
those of other bodies tliat pass through it, but it
likewise gravitates to and from the common cen
tre. Although it be allowed that water obeys
these laws, yet the degree in which it is impelled
by the central law, bas never yet been accurately
investigated.
The ability that the central power bas to throw
all gravitating matter from it, is known and acknow
ledged ; and were it not for the constant exercise
of tbis powP.r, the whole globe wouJd be compress
ed into an infinitely small space. The etfect,
therefore, of the centrif�al system is to press off
from itself all matter that IS no longer necessary to
promote the internal circulation; and for this pur
pose all dense, as well as fluid matter is kept in a
state of expansion. The dense matter of the earth
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being more or less porous, is capable of sustaining
and transmitting all volatile bodies to the surface.
Flt1ids and gases forever, retain their dispo$ilion
to expand ; but it is only particularly observable
when the -pressure of the atmosphere is taken off.
If the rur were to continue rarifie::d for a certain
period during the night, as well as the day, and no
rains were to intervene, rivers and seas would all
fly off to the upper regions, leaving the earth de
void of moisture ; even the sap of plants would
disappear. The blood would no longer circulate
in animals ; and life would become extinct. By a
wise disposition of forces, it is so arranged that we
are kept from this te1·rifick evil.
Water is restrained from exercising its disposi
tion to expand by the presence of another power,
called atmospherick pressure.
This power,
however, does not exert itself in the same ratio
beneath, as above the surface, excepting in cases
where there is an accumulation of dense matter
that is gravitatin�, such as a heary- body of water,
or of the electrick fluid. Even m this case, the
central power is prepared to protect itself. The
heaviest precipitations of electricity are expelled
in the form of aurora boreaUs. The common
combustion of the atmosphere-or, the electrick
matter that is always present in the atmosphere
is forced back as it gravitates, in the form of mag
netick effluvia.
Voluminous bodies of water that fall precipi
tously, and descend into the central re�ervoirs, are
expelled in the form of seas, lakes, cataracts and
spri!)gs, returning to the surface, deprived of some
ol their atmospherickgases, and impregnated with
othena that escape from minerals that lie deep,
whilst the more equable fall of waters, such as
rains, &c. are sent up again in the form of dews.
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The whole earth is saturated witli water and gases.
and the effort to expel them is constant.
Water, therefore, has but little to impede its
disposition to evaporate in a vacuum. Independ
ently of this, there are many intervening bodies
which, in some degree, take off the pressure 'of
the atmosphere. Thus, oil prevents the gaseous
particles of water from escaping too sudcfenly.
Oil, therefore, thrown on water, enables the par
ticles to elevate themselves more readily. But
as gaseous particles of water will, by their ex
pansive power, extricate themselves; they will fly
to those parts where there is the least resistance;
accordingly, if a piece of tallow be placed in a
bowl of water, the water will be elevated imme
diately under the grease, but will have a corres
�ondent furrow all ru·ound it, with an elevation ·of
the water again at the sides of the bowl.
The sides of a bowl or vessel filled with water
are better conductors of calorick than the space
above the water.· The air, therefore, at the sides
being more rarified, enables the water to rise
there with greater ease than in the middle.
The more nearly the sides of a vessel are
brought together, tbe more perceptible, at the
sides, will tbe elevation of the water be, until, as
they approach more closely, so as to assume the
form of a capillary tube, the vacuum becomes
more perfect, and the water will ascend above
the level of the mass into which the tube is inserted.
Water ascends in capiUary tubes, by it, expansive
power, unrestrained bv atmospherick pressure;
which, owing to the minuteness of IM l>ore of IM
tuhe, a11d to its being a vacuum, Atu less pmoer
than 011 a under extent of surface.
6
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Nothing perplexed philosophers more than
this rise of waters in capillary tubes,; and they
finally accounted for it on the principle that the
attraction between the particles of glass, and those
of water, was greater than between the particles
of water themselves. And they add�d, as a rea
son in support of their hypothesis, "that if a glass
tube be placed in a position perpendicular to the
horizon, and a drop of water is applied to the un
der side of the tube, it will adhere to it, nor will
it fall from the glass until its bulk and gravio/ are
so far increasea as to overcome the attraction of
the glass."
If this fact were aRplicable to glass alone, the
reasoning might be admitted ; but it will apply to
almost all dense bodies, whether elastick, like
flesh, dense, like iron, or porous, as wood. A
drop of water will hang suspended from the finger,
or from any other dense body, quite as long as
from the under surface of glass.
Philosophers have stated a fact that is to. bear
them out m their hypothesis, which is equa.D.t ap
plicable to the opinion of waters rising in capiltaiiy
tubes, by means of a vacuum.
Their solution of the phenomenon is only true in
part. Nothing ojfers greater resistance to atmo
spMrick pressure than animal bodies. When we
consider that each inch has a pressur& onit of four
teen pounds, we must suppose that th� expansive
power of the fluids and gases that the bodies eontain,
1s of sufficient force to counteract the efl'ect.s of
atmospherick :eressure; nay, of superiour force ;
ior these- elast1ck gases are net. oDfy abl'& to Fel}el
tile pressure-, but, in adfiltioo, they send oi', "by
the P.9res, all matter that is �ecessair to the cir:.
culation, or that has been rejected by- 1t.
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This may appear irrelative to the subject, but it
is brought forward to show the uniformity in all
created matter, that the same laws pervade the
animal as well as the mineral economy ; and it
may, too, be made to bear on the particular point
in discussion, which is, that water may rise to the
surface independent of atmospherick pressure,
and that capillary attraction, or, as it may be said,
that the constant presence of vacuums in the porous
bodies of the earth, will enable all tlastick fluids to
rise to and abuve the surface.
When we see that atmospherick pressure forces
the blood to the lungs, and that the elastick gasesf
of the body have sufficient power to throw it of
again, we can readily give our faith to a similar
operation in the earth, which is less liable to fluc
tuations or irregulariµes.
The circulation of the blood is now well under
stood ; and, with the few hints thrown out in this
Essay, a regular theory can be devised for the
circulation of the fluids within the body of the
earth.
Water, therefore, is present in every spot of
the globe, though more abundant where the rock
or earth is porous; but even present in granite, as
has been satisfactorily proved by the appearance
of springs of different character and temperature
on granitick rooks.
Water, besides its obedience to the laws of at
traction and repulsion, must be subject to another
power, entirely different from, and independent
of them. The matter of which space is compo
sed, seems to have the power of giving to all bo
dies, of a round form, a rotaty motion, when they
are impelled through the air. After a bul:1ble at
tains a certain height, if there be no air percepti-
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nothing more is intended than that a subject
should be invest_igated which is of such vital im
portance, not only to a great and commercial city,
but to those portions of the globe where there is
a deficiency of pure and wholesome water.
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ERRATUM.
Page 19, thirteenth line from the top, for m141111Gla read

mianna.

Page 25, sixteenth line from the top, for
read Mu,J,.J�.
Page 82, top line, for wich, read

which.

Mu,J,.J�y,

